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is about Changes

M

ost of these changes are invisible to a typical Zoo visitor
because they took place behind
the scenes or away from the Zoo grounds.
But, these changes impact the quality of
a Zoo visit and the quality of life that
people enjoy throughout the state of
North Carolina.
The changes that have taken place
at the Zoo involve the 40-acre Plains
section that exhibits Southern White
Rhinoceros, seven species of antelope
and several species of birds, including
Ostrich. The most recent, nearly invisible change to this area involved the
addition of a series of state-of-the-art
barns for the Zoo’s antelopes and
another barn for its rhinos.
The addition of these barns completed a
series of construction projects that completely transformed the off-exhibit holding spaces available to most of the Zoo’s
hoof stock and all of its pachyderms.
These changes included building a multimillion dollar barn for the Zoo’s growing
elephant collection and transforming the
original Elephant/Rhino barn into a barn
used exclusively by rhinoceros.
This issue of Alive also discusses the
changes that the Zoo’s Polar Bears are
going through as they adjust to their temporary placements in other zoos. Both
bears are doing well and both are settling

in to their new routines. The story also
hints of the possibility that one of these
bears may be changing his address again
soon, by coming back to North Carolina.
The magazine also provides an article
about some of the changes that the Zoo’s
Horticulture Division hopes to document

through research projects taking place
both inside and outside the Zoo. Some of
this research is helping endangered
species, and some of it is trying to provide a more thorough understanding of
the plants and the lichens that live in
North Carolina.
Finally, the back cover of this Alive
reminds our readers that dinosaurs have
invaded the North Carolina Zoo and are
greeting visitors to one of the most popular, and exciting, special programs that
the Zoo has had in years. These dinosaurs
will be with us until October 31, so be
sure to visit before their time runs out.

The North Carolina Zoo is open every day of the year, except on
Christmas Day. Summer hours begin on April 1 and extend from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Winter hours begin November 1 and extend from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Standard admission prices are $12 for adults, $10 for
seniors and $8 for children. Zoo Society members and registered
North Carolina school groups are admitted free. The Zoo offers free
parking, free tram and shuttle service, picnic areas, visitor rest areas,
food service and gift shops.

Please recycle your ALIVE magazine. To locate the
closest magazine recycling area in your city, call “Solid
Waste Management” or “Recycling” under the City or
County listings of your phone book.

For information, call 1-800-488-0444.
The Zoo is a program of the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources. The NC Zoo Society is the non-profit organization
that supports the North Carolina Zoological Park and its programs. Society offices are open Monday – Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more
information, please call 336-879-7250 or logon to the Society’s Web page at nczoo.com.
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Barn
Raisings
The Zoo’s African Plains exhibit stretches

over 40 acres, rolling out a panoramic view akin to the vistas
that wash over the Horn of Africa. This large, natural exhibit
evokes authentic and powerful visual impressions of East
Africa’s geography and lays out a complex and rich environment for the antelope, rhinoceros and birds that inhabit the
landscape.
While aesthetically pleasing, this bucolic vista comes with
a dark side—a complex set of challenges that has hounded it
throughout its history. The exhibit’s large, complicated character predisposes it to captivate the Zoo visitors’ attention,
but these features add frustrations to the work lives of keepers and veterinary staff. This vast, niche-ridden space offers
so many places where animals can hide from staff, run into
accidents or stumble upon some other natural mayhem—
extreme weather; chomping parasites; free-ranging, native
wildlife; and so on.

Herding Herds
Size is the key culprit. While adding grandeur to an exhibit’s
appearance, increasing an exhibit’s size makes husbandry
more complicated. Adding more animals and species to a
space complicates things even more.
The complications caused by multiple species become
even more troublesome because the exhibit houses animals
adapted for tropical climates. These animals need extra shelter
and food to make it through a typical North Carolina winter.
But, because the exhibit’s residents are wild, not domesticated, caring for them requires more than slapping up a standard barn. Wild animals are stronger, more skittish and more
unpredictable than cows or horses, so a barn built for rhinoceros or antelopes requires some very special characteristics.
A barn built for wild animals must be plenty sturdy and
built to keep its residents extra warm in winter. The barn
must also provide these features in a context that accommodates the special behavioral needs of untamed animals. Wild
creatures are stronger, less pliable and more aggressive than
2 | ALIVE

domestic ones, and they require special equipment and support, especially to deal with their veterinary needs. A good
wild animal barn needs space and furniture to cope with
every phase of an animal’s life cycle and lifetime—from
pregnancies and births to scrapes and illnesses and, eventually, old age.
Further, one barn is never enough for sheltering any group
of zoo animals. Zoos need a first barn to house stable animal
collections and a second barn as a quarantine area to ensure
that incoming animals can be held at bay, and declared disease-free, before they are exposed to resident animals.
Quarantine barns also provide space to house animals that
staff is preparing to send to another institution. This preparation period is needed to provide pre-shipment physicals and
prepare animals psychologically for a transfer.
Of course, at the North Carolina Zoo, all these barns and
all of their features must be built in a way, and in a place,
that hides them from the public. We do not want the barns to
harm the aesthetic quality of our exhibits.

Where We Were
Considering the extent of these complicated needs, it is not
surprising that the original barns, built for this exhibit in
1980, never quite satisfied the complex needs of the animals
in the Zoo’s Plains exhibit. One of the original shortfalls—
insufficient heated space for keeping all the Plains’ animals
warm in winter—was addressed temporarily, several years
ago, by adding heated shelters to the far north end of the
exhibit.
But, most of the exhibit’s other shortfalls lingered until
finally, in 2008, the Zoo undertook a series of massive
upgrades around the African Plains and the Elephant and the
Rhinoceros exhibits. The changes reconfigured these exhibits
into the WataniGrasslandReserve.
To create the new reserve, the Zoo shifted its rhinos out of
their original exhibit and relocated them into the 40-acre
African Plains exhibit. The area the rhinos left behind was

reassigned to the elephants, giving them an extra 3.5 acres
of roaming room. Since these changes gave both species
more room to wander, the Zoo suddenly had enough new
exhibit space to bring in more individual rhinoceroses and
elephants.
Adding these new animals was predicated on increasing
the barn space for each species. So, with significant financial support from donors to the NC Zoo Society, the Zoo
built the elephants a new state-of-the-art barn and renovated
their old barn—a structure that they originally shared with
the rhinos—into a rhinos-only facility. Once these pachyderm
exhibits and night quarters were properly upgraded, the Zoo
staff took on the challenge of designing and building some
out-of-the-way barns for the African Plains antelope.

Building for a Herd Mentality
Planning these new barns gave staff the opportunity to
include design elements that would cater to the behavioral
needs of antelope. The goal was to adjust the
architecture to reduce the stresses animals
encounter in captivity. For example, most
antelopes, regardless of their species, have
strong herding instincts, along with a powerful aversion to coming into contact with
people. In other words, antelope, in
general, tend to gather
into cohesive groups and
to shy away from situations that bring them into
contact with people.
Consequently, a well-designed
antelope barn should provide a
large community stall and outdoor
paddock where individuals can flow easily
into a herd. At the same time, this well-design
barn needs to address the antelopes’ inherent
need to visually scan their surroundings, so
that they are aware of potential foes—human
or otherwise—that might try to get too close.
This need for clear and open views calls for barn doors
and windows that are wide and spacious. The design should
appease the antelope’s vigilant and cautious nature, allowing
the animals to assess what waits on the other side of an
opening. Open sight lines reduce the stress of coming and
going through barriers, making it easier to move the animals
quickly and comfortably within and around these structures.
Of course, we need to temper the antelopes’ call for large
gathering spaces with the keepers’ needs for internal structures that make it possible to gain access to specific individuals. The sorting is needed to pair animals for breeding or to
isolate individuals for veterinary treatments or other husbandry requirements.
Sorting also makes it possible to shift animals around,
inside a barn, barring them from various sections while the
keepers clean those spaces. While this kind of shifting

brings antelope closer to people than the antelope might prefer, a carefully designed barn can reduce the stress of these
encounters. Giving the animals a clear view of the staff, and
allowing them to congregate, helps them habituate to daily
husbandry protocols and become comfortable with carefully
orchestrated, daily human interactions.
While planning our barns and their interiors, we also had
to lay out some blueprints for constructing the fencing that
we would need to protect the barns and establish the boundaries for all of the barns’ outside paddocks. We had to pay
particular attention to the design of this fencing because it
would need to do double duty. It would have to be the right
height to confine antelope and the right strength to exclude
the antelope’s zoological neighbors. The fences would need
to be constructed of materials that could stand up to the
weight, the power and the strength of Southern White
Rhinoceros. The paddocks we designed would have to be
semi-porous: open enough to let antelope and ostriches pass

White Rhino
easily into the space and also capable of being closed sufficiently to hold back any pachyderms that might try to enter.

Coping with Nature and Nurture
Because we were pushing forward with a nascent rhinoceros
breeding program, we also wanted to plan for the impact
that newborns would have on our collection. If we were successful, we would eventually have male calves that would
need to be removed from the exhibit and from the herd.
Young, maturing bulls introduce special problems into a rhinoceros herd because, as their testosterone levels rise, young
bulls become more likely to challenge the dominate male of
a group. These challenges can easily cause enough of a
ruckus to injure one or both of the males.
In the wild, adolescent challenges usually end quickly,
with the young bull losing more dignity than blood as it
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retreats from the stronger bull. But, in a Zoo, challenging
youngsters cannot run away.
This potential for aggressive interactions created a need for
a rhino holding facility some distance from the main rhinoceros barn. We needed a place where we could hold young
bulls safely away from the more powerful adult.

Greater Kudu

W

e knew, too, that holding young males in
abeyance might also advance the Zoo’s rhinoceros breeding efforts. The boost would come
from the pressure that a secondary bull may put on a dominate one. Just the presence of a potential competitor can
prompt a dominate bull rhinoceros to increase his attentions
toward an estrous female. The potential competitor, called a
“teaser bull,” can profoundly increase the probability that the
dominant bull will impregnate a cow.
Thus, building a satellite rhinoceros barn could likely
improve our breeding program and would also provide space
for holding surplus animals while we prepare them for shipment. If properly constructed, this barn could also house rhinoceros in need of veterinary care.
Of course, the antelope barns we were planning would
need to cope with similar demands as the Zoo expands its
antelope herds. A barrage of births would likely produce surplus males that would need to be held in bachelor groups
away from the main herd while waiting transfers to other
facilities.
The new antelope barn space would also need to accommodate other veterinary concerns, especially, providing a
way for safely capturing antelope—notoriously skittish animals—and keeping them confined without unnecessary
stress. When antelope are sick, or need to be prepared for
shipment, they benefit from barn spaces that are equipped to
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hold an animal securely and calmly, eliminating the need to
tranquilize it and haul it to the veterinary medical center.
The new barns would also need considerable built-in flexibility, so that they could accommodate several different
species of antelope. That would mean structuring the paddocks and the stalls to contain animals that come in a range
of sizes and with their own special behavioral quirks.
We also wanted our new barns
to be strategically aligned so that
animals could pass from one
barn to the next and even
between the new and the old
barns, when necessary. And, the
paths that connected these structures would have to be built to
handle heavy equipment for
maintenance and turf management, not to mention manure
removal.
Finally, since all of our new
antelope would have to be fed,
we knew that we would need
additional storage space for hay.
By adding this storage near the
new barns, we could save time
and fuel in feeding the animals
every day. And, at the end of the
day, when all these new structures were in place, they would need to be screened from
public view. Otherwise, the huge complex would ruin the
wilderness fantasy we wanted to uphold in the Plains exhibit.

The Final Complex
The building site we chose covers approximately 15 acres of
gently sloping woodlands at the southeastern border of the
exhibit. We selected this plot primarily because it lies close
to the existing barns, and it came dressed in a healthy stand
of evergreens that would help screen the construction from
public view.
We built three community barns for hoof stock on the site.
Each barn encloses about 3,135 square feet. About 2,100
square feet of the interior space is consumed by a large community stall. Radiant heaters in the floor keep each barn dry
and warm in winter.
The stalls have quiet, remote-controlled hydraulic doors.
This technology eliminates noises that would unduly stress
the animals. Their stress levels are tamped down even more
by livestock waterers that fill quietly and automatically and
by the easy access the community stalls offer to adjacent,
1-acre paddocks that are softened with turf and shaded with
trees. An irrigation system keeps these trees and the grass
healthy and the entire area is accessible to heavy equipment.
We also built a 3,700 square-foot, multi-use barn for special situations, especially veterinary ones. This barn is

equipped with a hydraulic restraint device that can hold
antelope still.
The remainder of this specialized barn includes two stalls
where animals can be held while being prepared for shipment. The stalls feed into a 2,400-square-foot outdoor paddock and have access to a loading ramp that is the right
height for shipping and receiving antelope. Another two
stalls are designed as nursery stalls and can be used to handrear calves when necessary. These, too, have access to comfortable turnout paddocks.
Finally, this barn provides the Plains’ keepers with their
headquarters. It supplies an office/break room, a bathroom, a
shower, a food-prep room and a small workshop. Electrical
outlets are in place to eventually add laundry equipment and
an ice machine—items that remain on our Keeper Wish-list.
(The ice is needed to prevent animals from overheating during veterinary procedures.) A garage door allows keepers to
access the stalls for easy cleaning.

T

hese three community barns and the multi-use barn
sit in a long row. Small paddocks separate each of
the barns and sit at the far end of the last community
barn. Each paddock encompasses about 3,000 square feet. A
transfer chute runs along the front of the barns and connects
each barn to the next. The chute, too, is equipped with
restraint devices and a loading ramp.
A leg of this chute connects this complex to
the old barn complex. It has been expanded
with additional chutes that connect the existing paddocks and the exhibit. Small all-terrain
vehicles are available for use in the chutes and
are equipped with pushboards so that they can
be used to safely guide the animals through
the chute system.
The last barn in the new
complex is a 1,928 squarefoot rhino barn that sits at
the north end of the cluster.
It has two stalls, both of
which have customized,
rubberized flooring to
cushion the rhinos’ feet.
The stalls are connected by
a small shift stall to make
clean-up easier for the
keepers. A stationary chute
sits between the stalls, providing a structured space
where a rhinoceros can be
held securely and comfortably during needed veterinary procedures. Most of
the doors are hydraulic and
the floor is heated.
Each stall opens up into

Nile Lechwe

a one-acre paddock with turf and shade trees. One of these
paddocks connects to the exhibit. There is also a 7,000
square-foot turnout paddock. All paddocks have custommade, auto-fill waterers, built by Zoo staff. In fact, the
Zoo’s construction crew built all the doors for the rhino barn
and built and installed all the hydraulic systems for the
project, too.
The new barn complex has a dedicated storage dock with
room for three tractor-trailers filled with hay. Keepers can
drive right up to the back of the trailers with their vehicles for
easy loading. This addition provides all keepers in the complex and on the African side of the Zoo with closer access to
hay. A three-sided shelter nearby protects trailers, vehicles
and other equipment and supplies used by this work unit.

Other Improvements
During the heavy construction required for the new barns,
staff took some time to make a few needed improvements to
the existing barns. Because of a longstanding need for a
large bird propagation facility, one of the old barns was converted for this purpose. Rubberized flooring was added to
some stalls and all the stall walls were raised to the ceiling
using a quality wire mesh. The interior walls are being
resurfaced with a material that brightens the barn and is easier to clean. Most paddock fences were raised and covered
with netting to help us contain
flighted birds.
Lastly, we improved the grading
and the drainage in the rhino boma,
the small paddock on the Plains
where the rhinos stay when they are
not given full access to the Plains
exhibit. This area helps with the
daily management of the rhinos.
We added a heated shelter to the
main Plains exhibit, too, just below
the African Pavilion, to make it possible
for the rhinos to stay on exhibit during
mild winter nights. Before we added
this heated shelter, keepers were
required to bring the rhinos into their
barn or the boma when weather conditions were predicted to approach a wind
chill of 40 degrees. This deprived the
rhinos of roaming space in order to
ensure that we could return them to a
heated barn when necessary.
Because of the vagaries of weather
predictions, we sometimes kept the rhinos confined when they could have
wandered over the entire exhibit. The
new heated shelter lets us give the rhinos more freedom to roam on questionable days.
GUY LICHTY, CURATOR OF MAMMALS
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Plant Research at the Zoo

T

he Zoo’s commitment to conservation extends around the world
and includes efforts to protect
rare and endangered plants in the wilds
of Africa and North Carolina and inside
the confines of the Zoo. Inside the Zoo,
these conservation efforts give visitors
the opportunity to see rare plants in natural-looking settings. Outside the Zoo,
the conservation work takes a more formal tone and includes research as well
as programming that protects plants in
their native habitats.
Human activities, magnified by exponential growth in human populations,
underlie most of the problems affecting
plant conservation. Habitat losses—the
product of development and agriculture—impose most of the primary
threats on plant and animal species.
Consequently, finding and protecting
rare habitats and their inhabitants is one
of the Zoo’s top priorities.

Counting Wild Plants
One way that the Zoo’s Rare Plant
Curator Nell Allen and part-time
Contract Botanist Moni Bates pursue
the Zoo’s plant conservation missions is
by searching Randolph County’s uncultivated lands and looking for places that
still support healthy stands of native
vegetation. When these searches turn up
an exceptional native plant community
or clusters of rare plants growing on a
plot of land, the women talk with the
owner about registering the site with
the North Carolina Natural Heritage
Program. This program manages a database that lists locations currently supporting populations of rare plants listed
on Federal or State endangered species
lists. The locations of rare or unusual
plant communities are also listed.
The Zoo also cooperates with the
newly formed North Carolina Rare
Plant Alliance, a group that brings
together representatives from several
government agencies and conservation
groups. Within this group, Curator
Allen and Botanist Bates help monitor
6 | ALIVE

the health of several wild populations
of the Federally endangered
Schweinitz’s Sunflower (Helianthus
schweinitzii) that are growing in
Randolph and nearby counties.
This year, the pair expanded their
monitoring to initiate a two-year survey
of all of the known Schweinitz’s Sunflower sites in Randolph County. Some
of these sites have not been visited for
several years. These surveys will reveal
information about the health of the various populations to help determine what
needs to be done to protect them.
For example, early visits to some
sites confirmed the loss of several “Do
Not Mow/Do Not Spray” signs that
were posted to protect the Sunflowers
growing on the sites. These signs must
be repaired, and, with help from other
Alliance partners, we need to complete
and update the database that records
how well our conservation measures are
protecting this endangered plant.

Tracking Wet Lands
The Zoo site and properties have also
attracted several outside researchers to
evaluate habitats and species growing
on our lands. One study explored the
plant communities growing in several
non-alluvial wetlands on Zoo property.
Also known as “vernal pools,” “bogs”
or “upland depression swamp forests,”

non-alluvial wetlands form on poorly
drained, low-lying areas inside forests.
These wetlands form in winter, when
they fill with rainwater, and may persist
for months before they evaporate and
disappear in times of low rainfall.
Because these wetlands are isolated—
unconnected to other waterways—fish
cannot find their way into non-alluvial
wetlands. The absence of fish makes
these pools important, predator-free,
breeding spots for amphibians. Vernal
pools and bogs have never been common in North Carolina and, over the
past century, many have been lost to
agriculture and suburban development.
The Zoo is fortunate to harbor several
of these rare wetlands on its properties.
One sits on the Zoo grounds, to the
north of the developed part of the Zoo,
and some others dot Ridges Mountain,
a Zoo-managed Nature Preserve in the
western part of Randolph County.
We know that several rare animals,
including the Mole Salamander, breed
inside these isolated wetlands but we
know little else about their nature. In
2009, a master’s degree student from
UNC-Chapel Hill, Stephanie Seymour,
and her assistant Laura Brookshine,
began unraveling some of the mysteries
of these sites by surveying non-alluvial
wetlands throughout the Piedmont. The
pair surveyed all the non-alluvial wetlands they could find—a total of 76—
and carefully documented the species
growing in them. As part of these surveys, the pair looked at three pools on
Ridges Mountain and one on the Zoo’s
site. Ms. Seymour’s research will help
improve our understanding of these
unobtrusive but important habitats.

Listening to Lichens
Another researcher is working to understand the biological make up of the
Uwharrie Mountains by studying the
lichen species that grow on these undulating hills. To advance his work, he
looked at lichens growing on the Zoo
grounds and west of the Zoo on Ridges
Mountain. This research began in September 2009, when Gary Perlmutter, a
lichenologist from the Herbarium at the
North Carolina Botanical Garden in

Planting Prehistoric Habitats

Lichens

A

RON FERGUSON, HORTICULTURE TECHNICIAN
BIGSTOCKPHOTO.COM

Chapel Hill, noticed the exceptional
quality of the lichen communities on
Ridges Mountain.
Because some of these species are sensitive to air quality, Mr. Perlmutter
wanted to explore the environment supporting these communities and, consequently, added these Randolph County
sites to his on-going work.
He was joined by Eimy Rivas Plata, a
researcher from the Department of Biology at Duke University, to conduct his
work. The pair sampled lichens growing
in 20 x 50 meter plots. The researchers
set up two of these plots on Ridges
Mountain. One grew in an Oak-Hickory
Forest growing over basic1 bedrock. The
second was a Piedmont Monadnock
Forest, also growing on basic rock.
The team repeated their sampling at
one site on the Zoo grounds—on
Purgatory Mountain. This rise is covered
with a Piedmont Monadnock Forest that
grows from acidic2 bedrock. Even the
preliminary results showed a distinct
assemblage of species at each of the
three sites. Once the specimens were
dried, the team identified each species
by viewing the samples under a microscope. The results of the survey were
presented at the 7th International
Association for Lichenology Symposium
in Thailand in January 2012.

dding a Dinosaur exhibit to the North Carolina Zoo handed the
Horticulture staff a new and special set of challenges. The landscaping
would need to resemble an ancient habitat occupied by dinosaurs and
would also need to screen a series of massive dinosaur replicas, along with
offering the opportunity to teach visitors about the plants that once fed and
sheltered these animals.
We approached these challenges, first, by agreeing on the best outdoor
site for exhibiting these dinosaurs. We chose a conveniently located area
between the RJ Reynolds Aviary and the African Pavilion. Next, we carved
a meandering trail through this site’s native, dry-deciduous woodland and
picked out the best spots on the trail to exhibit each particular dinosaur. We
also discussed how we would orient each subject.
As we worked, we formed a plan for screening these massive, animated
sculptures (one towers 20 feet above the ground; another stretches over
40 feet in length) to shield them from visitors outside the dinosaur exhibit.
We developed most of these screens by adding many large conifer and
evergreen trees to the existing woodland. BUT—some of these trees had to
be planted with the unusual specification that we could move them on cue—
to accommodate the removal and installation of the animated dinosaurs. We
made these plants mobile by planting them in 100-gallon pots and setting
the pots inside berms of soil and mulch. A good forklift can hoist the plants
up and move them whenever necessary, and the careful blending of the
mulch and soil lets us hide the potted trees among healthy stands of conventionally rooted trees and shrubs.
We selected species that could tolerate the conditions at the site: species
adapted to withstand the drought, the shade and the temperature extremes
we could expect in North Carolina. The plants we chose consisted mainly of
trees that were 18- to 20-feet tall to screen the tallest animals, and a variety
of shrubs, ranging in size from 2- to 10-feet tall, to provide dense foliage
between the dinosaurs and create the illusion of a dense and ancient forest.
We added ground cover, too, using many ferns and horsetails.
Whenever possible, we chose species that fall into the “Fossil Plant”
category, species with roots that trace back to the dinosaur era. These
holdovers give visitors an idea of the world as it looked to dinosaurs. These
fossil plants include the exhibit’s ferns, horsetails, cycads, Dawn Redwoods,
Ginkgo and various conifers. Interpretive signs in the African Pavilion
explain the role these plants played in creating fossil fuels and the impact
these fuels have on climate change.

NELL ALLEN, RARE PLANT CURATOR

1. Basic - Rocks with high levels of magnesium and iron (51 percent or more by weight)

Cycad

2. Acidic - Rocks with high levels of silica (66
percent or more by weight)
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A Pup in the Mud
ver heard of a puppy that does not bark; does not need
housebreaking; has fluffy, feathery, red gills; and spends
its whole life in the river? Well, our mountain streams
harbor just such a beast, the “Mudpuppy.”

E

What Are They?

The Mudpuppy, Necturus maculosus, is a large, fully aquatic
salamander that is rare enough to be designated as a
Species of Special Concern by the State of North Carolina.
Growing alarm about the species’ prospects for survival has
prompted officials to give Mudpuppies priority status in the
North Carolina Wildlife Action Plan (see www.ncwildlife.org
/Conserving. aspx). As a Species of Special Concern, mudpuppies have extensive protections. It is illegal to kill, collect
or, otherwise, harm or harass Mudpuppies in the wild.
Mudpuppies live in cool mountain waterways. They prefer
slow-moving water and deep pools where stream beds and
banks are littered with flat rocks, logs, woody debris, tree
roots or other hideaways. Adult Mudpuppies can reach 8 or 9
inches in length and ease into maturity without undergoing
the complete metamorphosis that most amphibians do.
Mudpuppies cling to some of their larval features and never
transition to lung-breathing adults. Mudpuppies always
breathe through feathery, external gills.
Sleek swimmers with paddle-like tails, Mudpuppies’ hind
feet end in four toes—one short of the standard set of five
seen on most salamanders. Like most salamanders,
Mudpuppies have far-flung tastes. They eat from a broad
menu that includes small crayfish, snails, worms, aquatic
insects, small salamanders and, sometimes, their own eggs!
Their breeding season extends from fall to early spring.
The females lay their eggs, which may number from several
dozen to a couple of hundred, in nests that are excavated
under large rocks, logs or similar hideaways in stream beds.
Females guard their eggs until they hatch in midsummer.
Once adrift, the larvae are on their own and will seek shelter
by hiding in nests or ducking into piles of decaying leaves or
other organic materials.
Growing up Mudpuppy is not a walk in the park! Their
predators are many and lurk among the same rocks and
debris that Mudpuppies seek out as shelter. These predators
include large fish (bass or trout), water snakes, meat-eating
turtles, large aquatic salamanders (i.e., Eastern
Hellbenders), River Otters and Great Blue Herons. Humans
qualify as predators, too, since anglers sometime hook
Mudpuppies and may, out of ignorance or fear, kill or injure
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them. Few people know what a Mudpuppy is or that it is a
protected species.

Where Are They?

Mudpuppies live far and wide in the United States. Their
range begins in streams that flow from lower Canada, New
England and the Great Lakes southward and continue into
waterways that crisscross the upper and lower Midwest, the
Ohio and Mississippi Valleys and the Appalachian
Mountains. In North Carolina, Mudpuppy habitats are rare.
Before 2006, only a few Mudpuppy sightings had been
recorded, and these were limited to a few sections of the
French Broad River Basin where it drains parts of
Buncombe, Henderson and Transylvania counties.
Then in 2006, an Ashe County angler dropped a hook in
the New River and pulled out a Mudpuppy! This discovery
extended the species’ range to a new river basin and to a
new county and jolted the Wildlife Resources Commission
into action. Biologists began a series of formal searches to
verify the Mudpuppy’s presence in Ashe County and to
determine if nearby watersheds harbored Mudpuppies, too.

The Search Was On

We began these surveys in winter by visiting some likely
looking streams and setting out live traps that were baited
with bits of gooey chicken livers, smelly sardines and the
occasional lump of canned meat. The traps worked! Each
new find updated, and expanded, the database that state
officials keep on Mudpuppy populations. As we waded farther and deeper into the state’s waterways, we even
recorded a first Mudpuppy sighting in Alleghany County.
Later, we added some summer searches to our surveys.
During these warmer months, we felt our way after
Mudpuppies by snorkeling downstream and noodling under
rocks with our bare hands. The snorkeling trips took us to
streams where Mudpuppies had been seen in the past and
to streams that lacked any history of Mudpuppy sightings but
that looked like good Mudpuppy habitat. Other conservation
partners joined these searches. One reported the first-ever
sighting of a Mudpuppy in the French Broad River Basin that
drains parts of Madison County.
In 2011, with project partners from the NC Zoo (John
Groves and David Strickler) and more help from colleagues
at the Virginia Zoo, we confirmed Mudpuppies in a third
mountain river basin, the Little Tennessee, and in another
new county, Macon.

Mudpuppies are
easily identified by
their bushy, red
external gills.

PHOTOS ©MICHAEL GRAZIANO

ways. Declining Mudpuppy populations point to problems in
water quality. And, if Mudpuppies disappear from a habitat,
the loss signals a call to action. Because water quality affects
the health of every living creature—including people—the
presence of sick or dying amphibians alerts us to look for
problems and to try to correct them before the harmful
effects spread to people, livestock or other wildlife.
Mudpuppies make particularly good bioindicators because their free-floating gills are exposed and
vulnerable to pollutants or to changes in water chemistry.
These salamanders get sick quickly when trouble threatens,
so they can alert us to problems early, while there is still time
to step in and protect a waterway.

As our work progressed, we continued to search for firsttime sightings of Mudpuppies, but we also surveyed steams
with a history of Mudpuppy sightings. We consider it a high
priority to determine if Mudpuppy populations persist in these
locations.

This past winter, we set some traps in a stream where, in
1916, Transylvania County recorded its first, and only, sighting of a Mudpuppy. We came up empty at that site but
pushed on to set out a few traps in a nearby stream where
Mudpuppies were recorded in 1953. On our first day of this
trapping, bingo! We landed not one Mudpuppy, but two!
We measured and weighed both animals (one male, one
female), photographed them as if they were rockstars (in the
pouring rain, no less) and snipped a tiny bit of tissue off each
of their tails to use for genetic analysis. Then, we wished
them well and slipped them back under some woody debris
in their home pool.
The joy of updating this historical record helped us deal
with the frustration of finding only fish, crayfish and a growing
accumulation of rotting bait in the traps we set for the next
few days. Our bad luck continued until, on the last day of this
trip, we nabbed a third Mudpuppy, a juvenile. This youngster
filled us with hope that the local population might still be
healthy and breeding successfully, at least for the time being.
Mission accomplished!

What’s the Big Deal?

People often ask us why we search the state’s rivers for
Mudpuppies and question us, too, about why the state
invests resources in tracking down these elusive, and seemingly useless, amphibians. Well, we do it to help keep North
Carolina’s citizens and waterways healthy and safe.
You see, amphibians in general, and aquatic salamanders
in particular, are sensitive little creatures. They suffer over
time when pollution or other changes erode the quality of
their habitats. Their vulnerabilities position them as “bioindicator species”—species that signal the health of a habitat. Healthy Mudpuppy populations indicate healthy water-

LORI A. WILLIAMS

Reviewing the Past

Amphibians in Trouble

Because of various quirks in their anatomy, many amphibian
species qualify as bio-indicators and many of these, worldwide, are in decline.The reasons for the declines are complex and vary from location to location but most relate to
habitat destruction—from pollution, climate change, ozone
depleation, or construction projects—or to the loss of individual amphibians from epidemics or over-collection by
unscrupulous dealers. By studying the reasons behind any
amphibian declines, biologists worldwide hope to find ways
to shore up failing habitats and restore ailing ecosystems.
Our work monitoring Mudpuppies and other amphibians
tells us about the quality of water flowing through the state’s
rivers and streams. This information is vital to our mission of
protecting the biological services that these waterways provide, free of charge, to the people of North Carolina. By
watching Mudpuppies, we are helping the state protect its
future water resources and, consequently, we are helping to
ensure a safe and healthy future for North Carolina’s farmers,
businesses, families, livestock and wildlife. Just by listening to
the tales that Mudpuppies tell, we can help keep our waterways safe for people and for other animals. And, these
Mudpuppies ask little in return for all their services. All they
want are a few pools of clean, cool, river water; a few rocks
and logs to call home; and the occasional, unexpected liver
treat from an eager scientist.
LORI A. WILLIAMS, MOUNTAIN WILDLIFE DIVERSITY BIOLOGIST,
NORTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE RESOURCES COMMISSION
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TRAVEL SAFARI

Make 2013 Your Year of Re-Discovery... We did our homework. We sorted through dozens
of companies and itineraries to select the best tour providers, the best destinations and the best values available to satisfy your travel yearnings.

The trips in this section have been artfully arranged and will be managed by the trusted travel experts at AAA.**

Tanzania

Hawaii

February 16 - 24
$2,799*
An amazing price to visit the Serengeti
Plains, Ngorongoro Crater, Olduvai
Gorge and more on one of Africa’s best
safaris. Sign up now to ensure that this
deal doesn’t slip away.

March
Date and price to be announced.
Every month is the best month to visit
this tropical paradise! Explore magnificent rain forests and enjoy the islands’
exotic culture.

Wild West, Cowboys and
Buffaloes
July 1 - 8
$1,825*
A family adventure to visit the Grand
Tetons and Yellowstone national parks,
work on a Dude Ranch in Ucross and so
much more.

Pandas and China

California, Here we Come

May
Date and price to be announced.
Visit the Great Wall, Xian, Shanghai,
and VOLUNTEER at the Bifengxia Panda
Breeding Centre. Help Pandas and have
plenty of time to photograph the
babies!

August

$2,250*
Date to be announced.
Visit the San Diego Zoo and Monterey
Bay Aquarium, Santa Barbara,
Yosemite National Park and Sonoma
Valleys and more.

Platinum Travel Expeditions These are Luxury Travel Experiences, planned and managed under the watchful eyes
of Zoo Director David M. Jones. Platinum Travel is for adventurers who dare to visit the unusual, the rare and the
magnificent. These trips are artfully arranged by the travel experts at Classic Escapes.
Brazil
July/August
Dates and price to be announced.
A trip still in planning to visit Brazil’s
amazing forests and wildlife.

2014
Tell us what you think about a trip
to the Galapagos Islands, Iceland
or Antarctica in 2014.

* Does not include air travel to the destination.
AAA will work with travelers to help arrange
travel to and from destinations.

Uganda and Kenya
February 23 - March 8
$10,000
Director David Jones and Curator Rich
Bergl lead this amazing foray into the
private lives of Gorillas, Chimpanzees
and more.

** Many AAA Travel programs offer discounts for
triple or quad room reductions and for early
payments. Be sure to inquire about these
opportunities.

PANDA, GRAND TETONS: BIGSTOCKPHOTO.COM

PRICES BASED ON DOUBLE-OCCUPANCY.
For more information, e-mail dstory@nczoo.com or call 336-879-7254. |ALL
* PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE AIRFARE.
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DEAR
OF
THE

Z

Have you ever noticed how much fun people have at the North
Carolina Zoo? It is one of those rare places that can appeal to
almost everyone.
People are never too old, or too young, to find joy in the company
of elephants or pleasure in the sharing of stories about nature. The
North Carolina Zoo makes people smile because it brings people
together to connect with wildlife and with each other.
Help us ensure that the Zoo will always be here for people who
want to enjoy the outdoors and get close to wildlife. Make a spring
donation, and your gift will be used exclusively to protect the
health and improve the lives of the animals at the Zoo—especially
the animals that the Zoo hopes to breed in the future.

Among other improvements, your donation will be
used to update exhibits, including...
... padding the floor in one of the Giraffe stalls—so that our next
Giraffe calf has a soft place to land when it is born!
... adding a second heated shelter to the Gorilla exhibit—so any
new babies and their moms can use it when dad, the silverback
Nkosi, feels like dominating the existing shelter.
... adding cameras to the Elephant barns so that the Zoo staff can
keep a close—and nighttime watch—over any pregnant
Elephants.
... adding netting to the crane and stork nesting areas to keep their
chicks safe and secure.
Become part of the reason that the North Carolina Zoo continues
to enchant and delight North Carolina’s children, families, friends
and neighbors.
Donation Amount:  $1,000  $750  $500  $50 or  ___________
Name _____________________________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________________________
City_________________________________________ State_____ Zip ________
Phone _____________________________________________________________
E-mail _____________________________________________________________
Please make checks payable to the NC Zoo Society,
and mail to: 4403 Zoo Parkway, Asheboro, NC 27205
Or charge to:  MasterCard

 AMEX

 Visa

 Discover

Account # _____________________________________ Security Code _______
Exp. Date________ Signature _________________________________________
BIGSTOCKPHOTO.COM
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.................................
Willie takes in Milwaukee’s
first snow of the season.

POLA R BEA R UPDATE:

PHOTO: AMANDA ISTA

And How About Aquila?

A

How’s
Willie
Doing?
ur popular Polar Bear Willie is
O
currently living at the Milwaukee
County Zoo in Wisconsin. Like the
North Carolina Zoo, the Milwaukee
County Zoo is a Polar Bears International Arctic Ambassador Center—a
zoo that has pledged to raise awareness
about protecting wild Polar Bears and
their habitat.
Willie is acclimating well to his new
keepers, who tell us, “He is very social,
and we feel very lucky to work with
him. He is teaching us a few things;
especially to slow down and go with
the flow.”
The Wisconsin keepers also report
that Willie enjoyed the snow this past
winter and that he particularly likes
swimming in his pools. He continues to
play with the enrichment items he took
with him to Wisconsin. These items—
his favorites from the NC Zoo—include
a barrel that some of his fans helped
decorate before he left for Milwaukee.
He is adjusting to his new holding
area, and to a new neighbor, a female
Polar Bear named Lily. Her holding
area is next to his, so the bears can see
each other whenever they are off
exhibit. This arrangement, which gives
the bears visual access to each other,
also gives the keepers a way to gauge
the bears’ reactions when they see each
other. By watching the bears, the keepers can track behavioral indicators of
potential aggression or of potential
acceptance—or, maybe even of potential courtship. After several weeks of
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quila has found a temporary home
at the Detroit Zoo in Michigan.
Happily, the Detroit Zoo is yet another
Polar Bears International Arctic
Ambassador Center.
Aquila continues to thrive at this
location and is particularly fond of
sleeping outside in his exhibit. While
we never housed Willie and Aquila
together at the NC Zoo, Aquila has
been living alongside another Polar
Bear in Detroit named Barle. She is 27
years old, and she was one of the Polar
Bears that was rescued from the Suarez
Circus in 2002. In an odd coin- cidence,
Aquila’s former exhibit mate at the
Zoo, Willie, was also among the bears
rescued from the Suarez Circus.
The Detroit polar bear keepers report
that Aquila and Barle are doing well
and that Barle “rules the roost.” Female
Polar Bears are typically half the size of
males, and wild females, especially
ones with cubs, usually try to avoid
encounters with males. Of course,
females will fight males if they try to
harm the cubs or, in some cases, will
try to drive males away from a recent
seal kill that females and their cubs
need to build up their fat reserves.

watching the bears, keepers finally
introduced them to each other, with
quite successful results. Willie and Lily
are now on exhibit together.
Polar Bears in the wild, although primarily solitary, still encounter each
other now and then. These meetings are
especially common when Polar Bears
come ashore in Manitoba each summer
to wait for the ice to reform along
Hudson Bay. While waiting for the ice,
male Polar Bears sometimes play spar,
practicing the skills that they will need
later in the year to compete for hunting
territories or for mates. Females can
often be seen ashore with their cubs,
too. They return to the sea together,
when the ice returns, so that the mother
can teach her cubs how to hunt seals
and how to survive in the Arctic.

JESSICA CRANFILL AND BETSIE MEISTER

.....................................
Aquila enjoying the snow in Detroit
PHOTO: BETSIE MEISTER

When Will the Bears Be Back?
o one knows for sure, but Zoo officials are
considering the possibility that a first bear,
most likely Aquila, could be back in Asheboro
as early as 2013. However, bringing him back
that early will depend on how well the Zoo’s
Polar Bear expansion project unfolds over the
next few months.
This project consists of two complementary
phases. The first phase is relatively simple and
focuses on renovating, and upgrading, the
existing Polar Bear exhibit, pool and holding
area. The second phase is much more complicated. It involves enclosing additional land, to
increase the size of the bears’ exhibit space,
and adding complex environmental features to
the space to enrich the Polar Bears’ lives and
to make the exhibit look natural. Along with
these changes, this construction phase will also
add extensive, interesting graphics to the
exhibit area.
The Zoo estimates that builders and staff
will need at least two or, maybe, three more
years to complete the second phase of the construction. Once this job is done, the Zoo will
look into bringing our second bear, Aquila,
home and will also look into adding other
Polar Bears to our collection.
Meanwhile, there is a glimmer of hope that
phase one could be completed next year and
that phase two may be far enough along to
bring either Aquila or Willie home and put a
bear on exhibit while the second phase is completed.
We will have to wait and see, of course.
keepers and curators from the three zoos are
talking to decide which bear to move, or if we
should move a bear at all. But, if luck is with
us, there may be a Polar Bear swimming
around at the Zoo next year.
The NC Zoo Society has pledged to contribute $2,900,000 to help pay for these construction projects. To date, we have raised
$2,500,000 toward this goal. The Society is
deeply grateful to the following major donors
for their contributions to this project.

N

......................................

The Randolph Friends of the Zoo from gifts
raised through Zoo To Do
Bob and Bonnie Meeker
The Millis Family, including Molly MillisHedgecock, Emily Millis and Jesse Millis
F.M. Kirby Foundation
Timken Foundation
Talmadge and Ian Silversides

Zoo TV Series Reaches Major Milestones
The North Carolina Zoo’s syndicated television series, TheZooFileZ,
reached a couple of major milestones in the spring of 2012.
The series, which airs on 11 broadcast stations and on all Time Warner
Cable systems in North Carolina, launched its 15th season in April.
During May, the Zoo produced the 400th segment of this two-minute
Zoo news series.
TheZooFileZ explores stories about the Zoo’s animals, staff members, educational programs, veterinary practices, field conservation
efforts and other projects. Rod Hackney, the Zoo’s Public Relations
Manager, writes the series. Terry Shiels of Shiels Video Productions
serves as the series’ Director of Photography and Co-Producer. Mike
Patterson of Wide Screen Antics edits the programs. Both Mr. Shiels and
Mr. Patterson work out of Charlotte. Funding for the series is provided
by the NC Zoo Society.
Topics for the programs have
run the gamut, sometimes focusing on details about the lives of
the Zoo’s animals while, at other
times, detailing profiles of Zoo
professionals or relaying stories
about their work in the field to protect endangered species. Several programs have explained the Zoo’s involvement in elephant and primate
conservation in the West African nations of Cameroon and Uganda. A
number of other conservation organizations and agencies have also been
featured in ZooFileZ reports.
To view the series, check your local listings or visit the North Carolina
Zoo’s YouTube site at www.youtube.com/nczoo.
ROD HACKNEY, NORTH CAROLINA ZOO PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGER.

We have better-thanever Snot-Otter buttons and matching
Snot-Otter static decals!
Buttons and decals are available
for $1 each and the proceeds from the sales will support
salamander conservation and research
at the Zoo and in the mountains of North Carolina.

Let a Snot-Otter make you smile!
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LEAVE A

LEGACY

Planned Giving
It is a process that you can call by other names, too,
such as “gift planning” or “estate planning.”
Everyone should do it—think through, and write
down, how they want to distribute the wealth that they
accumulated during their lifetimes. Estate planning
allows people to pass on their wealth—and help provide security—to their loved ones.
Estate planning can take many forms. It may involve
formulating a will, buying insurance, managing a retirement fund, establishing a trust, etc. Estate planning
may also include producing a living will, a document
that lays out a person’s preferences for health care at
the end of his or her life. It is important to make health
care documents available to family members and family doctors, along with instructions about conveying
power of attorney to a trusted loved one during a
health crisis.
Estate planning is wise planning for everyone,
regardless of age. The Zoo Society offers some easy
advice for people who want to begin making their
estate plans or improve upon the plans they have
already made.
To access this advice, just visit the NC Zoo Society’s
Web site at nczoo.com and click on the Planned
Giving menu item on the left side of the Home page.
The link will take you to a section that is packed with
good, practical advice for keeping your planned giving
or estate planning options on track.

*
Ask for the

Fun Tickets Package!
8 FOR 4 tickets that can be

$

used in any combination at the
Dinosaurs Exhibit, Dino Island 4-D,
Giraf fe Deck or Carousel.
Sold on-site at ticket booths and all
gift shops.
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go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts of $1,000 or more to
the Society, December 23, 2011 through March 20, 2012.
Oliver W. Alphin
American Scale Company
Archdale Oil Company
Jonathan Wilfong & Wendy Baker
Bank of North Carolina
Mr. Anthony Beaumonte & Ms. Cheryl
Wiles
Mr. & Mrs. E. S. Bessette, Jr.
BJ Con-Sew
Mark & Carol Boles
Mr. & Mrs. J. M. Boozer
Ed & Claudia Bost
Mr. Jerry A. Boxman
The Bridge Family Foundation
Mr. Joseph M. Bryan, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Albert L. Butler III
Ron & Cathy Butler
Fred & Jeanette Byerly
Martha & Mike Cammack
Camp Mundo Vista
Caraway Conference Center & Camp
CARQUEST Auto Parts
The Cato Corporation
Charlotte Pipe & Foundry Company
Cherry, Bekaert & Holland
Emily & Rodney Coble
Coca Cola Bottling Company
Consolidated
Commonwealth Progress
CommScope, Inc.
Cross Road Retirement Community
Dr. Jan Dye
Benny & Carolyn Eanes
Elastic Therapy, Inc.
First Bank
Les & Marylin Fowler
Genie Frick
Karyl Gabriel
The BF Goodrich Company
William & Vonna Graves
Greater NC Area CFC
Mr. Fred Garrett & Ms. Elizabeth Griffin
Mrs. Joan M. Gulledge
Hampton Inn Asheboro/Fairfield Inn &
Suites Asheboro
Adam & Anna Hayes
Michael & Virginia Hearne
Heart of North Carolina Visitors
Bureau
Ms. Margaret J. Holding
Hyosung
Marv & Burke Jensen
Mr. & Mrs. David G. Johnston
Suzanne Kennedy-Stoskopf & Michael
Stoskopf

Kindred Hospital Greensboro
Lisa Kirby
Mrs. Emma Lee
Paul & Caroline Lindsay
Mrs. Cynthia H. Little
Mr. & Mrs. W. E. Love, Jr.
Lowe's Home Center of Asheboro
Lunsford Richardson Preyer
Charitable Lead Unitrust
Scott & Michelle Macaleer
McDonald's of Asheboro
McDowell Lumber Co.
Mid State Toyota of Asheboro
Myra Neal Morrison
NC Touchstone Energy Cooperatives
NC Zoological Park
North Carolina Veterinary Medical
Association
Oliver Rubber Company
Pfizer
Platinum Corral, LLC
Progress Energy Foundation
Alan & Nancy Proia
Randolph Bank & Trust Co.
Jim & Sally Rayburn
John & Joyce Reedy
Rheem Heating & Cooling
Robert H. Ham Associates
RTI International
Saint Louis Zoological Park
John & Ginger Sall
Christina & Clifford Shaffer
Mr. & Mrs. Everette Sherrill
The Estate of Tommie Lou & Herman
A. Smith
Something Different Restaurant
The Estate of Juanita Spalding
Fred & Alice Stanback
State Employees Combined Campaign
John H. E. Stelling & Victoria Herring
Syngenta Crop Protection, Inc.
Dr. Barbara Thode
Thomas Tire & Automotive
Time Warner Cable
TM Engineering, Inc.
Leonard & Joyce B. Tufts
Vantage Deluxe World Travel
Corporation
Weaver Foundation
Ms. Brigette Wilds & Mr. Michael
Byrne
Robert & Jean Winfrey
Charles & Jenny Winston

Backstage PASSES

ZOO happenings

The best, close-up animal encounters that the Zoo has to offer!
Go behind the scenes to talk with keepers, get close to the wildlife
and, sometimes, sneak a beast a healthy treat! Go online at
nczoo.com and click on “Events” to confirm dates and times of
these events and to sign up to go behind the scenes. Group sizes
limited, so sign up early. (Dates subject to change.)
............................................................
Donation‡
Animal Encounters
Dates
Amount
Puffin Stuff
June 2, Aug 11,
$75 ea
Backstage with sea birds
Sept 8

NC ZOO SOCIETY EVENTS & PROGRAMS are for
members and their guests. For more information, visit
nczoo.com and click on Events and Programs, or call us
during regular business hours at 336.879.7250.

Meet & Feed the Giraffes
Visit in their barn

July 28, Aug 18

$79 ea

Early Bird Aviary Visit
Before anyone else

June 9, Sept 29

$75 ea

Extreme Rhino Safari
A back-of-a-truck tour

June 9, Sept 15

$100 ea

............................................................
NORTH CAROLINA ZOO EVENTS are for everyone
and, unless otherwise noted, are free with admission. For
more information, call 1.888.488.0444. See page 14 for
info about Fun Tickets Package.*

Cougars & Alligators
Up-close training session

June 16, Aug 4

$79 ea

Meet the Snakes at Streamside
Their care and feeding

June 23

$69 ea

Hog Heaven (Family Fun!)
Treat the Red River Hogs

Oct 13

$65 ea

Bison & Elk Safari
A ride on the Great Plains

June 30

$100 ea

Charmin’ Chimps
See how they’re trained

June 30

$100 ea

Seal School
See how they’re trained

July 14, Sept 22

$65 ea

Feed the Zoo
Visit the kitchen, deliver diets

July 14, Sept 22

$65 ea

Otter Delights
Meet ‘em & feed ‘em

July 21, Sept 15

$65 ea

July 21, Oct 6

$95 ea

July 28

$75 ea

Aug 4, Sept 8

$79 ea

Elephants! After Hours
See how they’re trained
Grizzly Bears
See them trained
Gorillas!
Toss ’em treats

Lion
June 16, Aug 11
$100 ea
Backstage with the King!
............................................................

SEPTEMBER
8 Zoo To Do Celebrate a desert
evening with Randolph Telephone

EVERY DAY THROUGH O C T O B E R 3 1
Dinosaurs! Take a stroll back in time to come face
to face with T-Rex and some of its favorite dinner
companions. Dig for fossils—and take home any that
you find. A fun, fascinating walk with
dinosaurs. $4 admission*

& Dino 4-D Theatre This exciting 4-D adventure
takes you to Dino Island to save the T-Rex from an
erupting volcano! $3 admission*

JUNE
16 Bear Necessities Delve into the lives
of bears by listening to stories, making
crafts and hearing the keepers
talk about the animals they
care for. Bring your Teddy Bear
to our Teddy Bear Clinic for
an annual checkup.

SEPTEMBER
22 & 23 Great Ape Weekend Programs explore the
Zoo’s great apes, Chimpanzees and Gorillas. (No
monkeying around this weekend!)

Fees are tax-deductible and are used exclusively to support the Zoo’s
field programs to protect wild animals. A way to have fun while
investing in the future of wildlife.
‡

Donation admits one NC Zoo Society member. Non-members must
donate an additional $10 to attend.

Run
Wild
5K
SEPTEMBER 15, 2012

Race through the Zoo to benefit the North Carolina
Chapter of the American Association of Zoo Keepers.
For more info visit http://www.ncaazk.com/runwild5k.htm.
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PAGE

How to identify the
plains animals of the

Watani Grasslands
Reserve.
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The NC Zoo Society is your
bridge to more than a Zoo visit.
We make you a partner in the
Zoo’s global efforts to support
• Animal well-being
• Conservation
• Education
• Field Work
• Research
And we welcome you into a
family that cares about nature.

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

The NC Zoo Society urges you to do business with businesses that support your Zoo.
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